"IF I HAD MAGIC POWERS, THEY WOULD BE YOURS MATT"

PENN & TELLER

MATT DISERO
THE COMEDY OF MAGIC
TAKE THE BOREDOM OUT OF THE BOARDROOM!

It’s about making your guests feel special. Your entire group becomes a part of the performance and makes for a unique, and special event every time.

Matthew’s vast experience allows him to create a show designed specifically for your needs with your demographic in mind. As Professional, reliable, convention entertainment, Matthew has performed in such exotic locales as Tokyo, Italy, London, Cypress, Australia, Canada and across the United States.

Onstage guests are treated with respect and never asked to do anything embarrassing.

MATTHEW’S COMEDY SHOW WAS CLEAN, FUN & THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE.
PROFESSIONAL. VERSATILE. EXPERIENCED.

Working with comedy greats Drew Carey & Jerry Seinfeld, starring on international TV with an appearance on “Penn and Teller: Fool Us”, headlining shows at the world famous Magic Castle in Hollywood California and nominated for a Canadian Comedy Award, Matthew DiSero performs across the globe.

"YOU HAD OUR GROUP OF CSR’S IN HALIFAX ROLLING ON THE FLOOR... YOU TOTALLY NAILED THE SHOW!... BEATS THE HECK OUT OF ANOTHER BORING POWERPOINT PRESENTATION!"

EXCLUSIVE PERFORMANCES

at Canada’s Walk of Fame Ceremonies, the Great Lakes Comedy Festival and HubCap Comedy Festivals have generated additional television and radio appearances. You can regularly see Matthew DiSero on the Comedy Network, Comedy Central, The CW network and

Truly an international artist, Matthew’s unique talents can be seen headlining on the worlds largest cruise lines Royal Caribbean, Princess and Holland America.
SATISFIED CLIENTS:

- BMO
- Bell
- Lafarge
- RBC

- Bayer
- CBSA
- ASFC
- Esso
- Daisyteck

- Gillette
- Merck
- Sprint
- AT&T

- GM
- Hershey's
- Munich RE
- Lucent Technologies

- HP
- Apple
- Kraft
- Pfizer
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